
 

Gateway Talks 
 
“Mitchell! THANK YOU! Back in Chicago and really just so happy and pleased to be invited to be a part of #gatewaytalks . A timely reminder I needed about myself as an artist and 
the possibilities of true community. I enjoyed it so, so much. Have a great semester. Until very soon, Eliza” Eliza Myrie, January 2018. 

 
What began as an impromptu gathering in June 2017, on occasion of a friend and colleague passing through Des Moines on her way to Chicago, 
the project known thus far as “Gateway Talks” has since become an ongoing self-sponsored talk series and low-residency project that takes place 
in my downtown Des Moines studio overlooking the John and Mary Pappajohn Sculpture Park. For this project, I have invited a broad spectrum of 
people—artists, designers, architects, curators, and scholars—from around the country to engage a limited-capacity audience (25 people) in an 
informal presentation about their work and practice. Audiences for these talks are comprised of first-come-first-served respondents to announcements 
I post to Facebook and Instagram, plus a few email or text announcements to previous attendees. As such, it has been a multi-generational and 
eclectic audience that has included students, professors, practicing artists, architects, graphic and product designers, museum curators, gallerists, a 
news media reporter, an attorney, various local arts leaders, and director of a public art foundation. These talks, recently referred to by one 
audience member as an “intellectual speakeasy,” have proven to be equally valuable to both the improvisational community that gathers for them 
as well as the guest speaker.  
 
In addition to the “talk,” my guests lodge in the studio for up to two nights. The space is a well-appointed 1-bedroom loft apartment with a growing 
library, designer furnishings, as well as a selection of the creative works on display (and a very respectable Scotch whiskey collection). Last summer’s 
series comprised three speakers: Nora Wendl, Associate Professor of architecture at University of New Mexico (June 20, 2017); Angie Davis, founder 
of the Minneapolis-based product design and manufacturing studio ‘byrd & belle’ (August 8, 2017); and Amber Hawk Swanson, a New York-based 
artist whose work deals with how the psychological debt of love animates us in a social-emotional economy (August 29, 2017). The series continued 
with 4 speakers during the month of January 2018: Mary Mattingly (New York); Jane Chang Mi (Los Angeles); Eliza Myrie (Jamaica and Chicago); 
and Katherine Simóne Reynolds (Saint Louis). We are planning three Talks for fall 2018, all will be curators. 
 
 
Note: Gateway Talks has no designated website or social media account. It doesn’t produce a newsletter. It has no post card for distribution, no blog 
for updates, and no “business” plan. It is fully sponsored by me…but if you know any wealthy patrons hook me up!  


